Theoretical work and general circulation model (GCM) experiments suggest that the midlatitude jet stream's interaction with large-scale topography can drive intraseasonal oscillations in large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns. In support of this theory, we present new observational evidence that mountain-induced torques play a key role in 15-30-day oscillations of the Northern Hemisphere circulation's dominant patterns. The affected patterns include the Arctic Oscillation (AO) and the Pacific-North-American (PNA) pattern. Positive torques both accelerate and anticipate the midlatitude westerly winds at these periodicities. Moreover, torque anomalies anticipate the onsets of weather regimes over the Pacific, as well as the break-ups of hemispheric-scale regimes. Introduction Observational studies show that, above a broad-band background, midlatitude low-frequency variability (LFV) is characterized by intermittent weather regimes [Cheng and Waltace, 1993; Kimoto and Ghil, 1993], and by intraseasonal oscillations [Branstator, 1987; Kushnir, 1987; Ghil et al., 1991]. The latter are known to be modulated by tropical convection at the 30-60-day time scale of the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) [Madden and Julian, 1994; Higgins and Mo, 1997], and the 2-6-year time scale of the E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) [Rasmusson and Mo, 1993]. On the other hand, theoretical model studies [Charney and DeVore, 1979; Pedlosky, 1981; Legras and Ghil, 1985; Jin and Ghil, 1990] suggest that the midlatitude jet stream's interaction with large-scale topography can drive midlatitude intraseasonal oscillations in both zonal and non-zonal winds.
This theory of oscillatory topographic instability is supported by numerical experiments using quasi-geostrophic models with full-sphere geometry and realistic topography as well as by GCM simulations [Marcus et at., 1996] . Ghit and Robertson [2000] discuss the topographically driven oscillations' properties across a full hierarchy of models. So far, direct observational support for oscillatory topographic instability has been fairly limited [Metz, 1985] . The theory, if correct, implies that mountain torques drive a significant fraction of atmospheric variability within an intraseasonal frequency band and might have predictive value.
The forecasts. Gravity-wave stresses are difficult to estimate accurately [Loft and Miller, 1997] . They were found to degrade the angular momentum balance and were therefore excluded from our calculations. We analyze three-day averages of all quantities and focus on Ta• evaluated using only pressure and topographic height, both of which are directly measured quantities. The 40-year grand mean was subtracted to eliminate systematic biases due to inaccuracies in the parameterized values of TO and TB.
Appendix B' Spectral analysis methods
All spectral analyses shown in Figure 1 and mentioned in the text were performed using the SSA-MTM Toolkit [Derringer et al., 1995] ; its latest version, Version 4.0, is available as freeware at http://www. atmos.ucla. edu/tcd/.
The band-pass filter used in Figure 3 and elsewhere in the text is based on a Kaiser window and its parameters are adjusted to minimize Gibbs effects [Hamming, 1983; Scavuzzo et al., 1998 ]. The resulting transfer function is very close to unity for 16-30 days and nearly zero above 44 and below 13 days; its half-power points are at 15 and 35 days.
